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DAY PARTING
Consumers are inundated with advertising throughout the day. One way to reach a consumer is through relevant,
timely advertisements. Change your digital advertisements to reflect current advertising messages.

Digital day parting capabilities allow
customers and clients to plan ahead in
a similar fashion to an editorial calendar.
Day parting capabilities include...

DAY-TO-DAY
SCHEDULING
Allows an advertiser to change creative
based on the current day of the week.

WITHIN-DAY
SCHEDULING
An advertiser can change creative based
on the current time of day.

UNPLANNED
SCHEDULING
Allows a customer to type a variety of
messages into a text box-like location,
providing a customer with the ability to
change the text on a display at any
time, day or night.
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TRENDING ITEMS
It’s no secret that trending items typically continue to trend, as more and more consumers purchase hot items or
special products. It makes sense to inform consumers on the road about an advertiser’s popular, trending items.

Digital boards are able to tie in to certain
websites that monitor click rates for
products and display the most frequently
clicked set of items for a given company
or organization.
Capabilities for trending items vary
based on website, but can include...

POPULAR
PRODUCTS
Stream the most popular products on
the website based on click frequency
for each product.

PRODUCT
INFORMATION
Allows the streaming of images, prices
and other information for products
currently trending on a particular site.

SALES & SPECIALS
Lamar digitals can stream images and
other information from a company’s
circular or specials for that week.
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COUNTDOWNS
Countdowns generate hype and excitement within a community. A countdown not only informs consumers of
upcoming events, but it also reminds them to plan accordingly.

Lamar’s digital billboards can count a
variety of things in a variety of ways.
Countdown capabilities include...

AUTOMATIC
COUNTDOWN
Allows an advertiser to automatically
count down to a specific date and/or
time. The digital billboard is capable of
counting down in days, hours, minutes,
or a combination of these.

MANUAL COUNT
An advertiser can manually enter numbers
through Lamar’s data feed manager,
therefore creating either an increasing or
decreasing count as needed.
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USER-GENERATED CONTENT
Research indicates that consumers trust their peers when it comes to brands and companies. User Generated
Content (UGC) allows consumers to interact and participate in a digital advertising campaign, therefore creating
brand ambassadors for a given advertiser.

User Generated Content can come from
a variety of sources, depending on the
goals and actions of a company or brand.
User-generated content includes...

MICROSITES
If an advertiser creates a microsite for a
particular campaign, Lamar digital boards
are able to pull the consumer-submitted
information directly from the site.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Lamar digitals can be programmed to
pull content submitted through social
media - including Facebook, Twitter,
and Foursquare.
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LIVE SCORES
Consumers consider watching sports as an American pastime. If unable to watch the big game, consumers turn
to other forms of advertising for updated game information.

Lamar’s contract offers scores for MLB,
NHL, NBA, NFL, NCAA Football, NCAA
Basketball, PGA, NASCAR and sports
teams of major universities. These scores
can be sponsored by any advertiser.
Live score capabilities include...

SCORE
DISPLAY
Allows an advertiser to show up-to-theminute score upates for a chosen event
to drivers passing thier board.

GAME TIMING
DISPLAY
In addition to game scores, advertisers
can display the current quarter, period,
inning, etc. and also the time remaining
in a game.
Note: The use of team logos and team
names is not permitted unless the client
receives permission from the team(s)
advertised.
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TRAFFIC
From deciding on alternate routes to considering dinner options, traffic dictates consumer decisions. With over
200 million drivers in the U.S., it makes sense to get your business on the map by integrating traffic conditions
into your digital advertising plan.

Lamar digital traffic capabilities pull real
time traffic information surrounding a
given panel location.
Traffic capabilities include...

INCIDENT
REPORTS
This capability allows an advertiser or
client to sponsor the broadcasting of
current incidents, such as road closures,
stalled vehicles, wrecks, etc.

DRIVE TIMES
Display the current drive time from your
board location to a specific destination,
such as a restaurant, venue, shopping
area or any other business.

CREATIVE
ROTATION
Your panel can be set to automatically
display certain creative based upon traffic
conditions. Certain pieces of creative
can be programmed to play during heavy
traffic while alternate creative plays
during light traffic.
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WEATHER TRIGGERS
From deciding weekend plans to considering dinner options, weather dictates consumer decisions. It makes
sense to suggest your business’ products and services by integrating weather information into your next digital
advertising campaign.

Lamar digital weather technology pulls
weather information surrounding a
given panel location.
Weather capabilities include...

CURRENT
TEMPERATURE
The current temperature is pulled for
the board location and automatically
updates when it changes.

WEATHER
FORECAST
This capability allows your panel to
display the current forecast for a given
area. You can choose various forecast
lengths (1 day, 3 days, etc.).

CREATIVE
ROTATION
With this option, your panel can
automatically display certain creative
based upon pre-set weather conditions.
For example, one “warm” creative
piece would display when temperature
rises above 80 degrees, while a “cold”
option would show when temperature
dips below 65.

AND MORE...
Additional weather-centric capabilities,
such as wind speed, advisories, and
more are also available.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media is continuously used by clients and advertisers to engage with consumers. Tying social media into
Digital Out-of-Home allows a client to reach a larger amount of consumers within a given area.

Social media capabilities pull real-time
social media feeds and place them on
large format Out-of-Home billboards.
Social media capabilities include...

FACEBOOK
FEEDS
This capability allows an advertiser or
client to display status updates, photos,
likes or selected consumer comments
on digital billboards.

TWITTER
FEEDS
An advertiser or client can display tweets
in real time on digital boards. The tweets
can come from the advertiser or from
interactive consumers.

INSTAGRAM
FEEDS
This capability allows an advertiser or
client to stream images from their
Instagram account in real time.

FOURSQUARE
FEEDS
An advertiser or client can show the
current number of check-ins, current
mayor or the latest check-in from
Foursquare in real time.
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